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Advent

Advent is a listening time,
Not so, with ears deafened by
Decibels of worldly noise Or bawdry invitation to purchase...
To be an “in” consumer.

Rather, Advent is an invitation
To be consumed To listen so intently that one hears
The rush of Spirit which engulfed
The Virgin with Life!
That one hears the flickering flames of
Dying awareness
Burst into ravishing desire
To be one with the ONE
Who makes a home within.
Listening
Beyond the din of empty promise
To live in THE PROMISE
GOD-WITH-US!
Sister Germaine Hustedde, PHJC
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Correction: “Back to Community Care” in the Fall 2016 Word Gathering
we inadvertently wrote that the Foundation of Katharina Kasper Human
Care provides childcare in the Province of Limburg, Germany when in fact it
provides childcare in Limburg in the Netherlands.

Two Co-workers Share 2016 Blessed Catherine
Kasper Award Honors
By Barbara Allison, Assistant, Communications
The morning of the announcement of the first two
co-recipients of the 2016 Blessed Catherine Kasper
Award could not have been more different for
each winner. Kelly Cordell, Facilities Services team
member, spent her day on sunny Daytona Beach
in Florida, unaware of the FaceTime session being
planned by her boyfriend, Todd, and her co-worker
Tom VanNevel.
Dr. Joanna Blount, Vice President of Student and
Academic Affairs at Ancilla College, on the other
hand, had an inkling it might be her all morning. “It
had crossed my mind because people were acting so
odd,” she laughed. “All the faculty seemed to know

beforehand. We had a Faculty Senate meeting that
ended early. That never happens,” she said. Faculty
Senate chairwoman Kristy Banks then escorted her
to Cana Hall for the Co-worker Awards Luncheon,
where the Registrars office staffers had already saved
her an entire table.
“I was surprised. The first thought that crossed
my mind was that I could think of at least five
people who were better qualified to receive it,”
said a humble Dr. Blount about hearing her name
announced. “I’m overjoyed and gleeful at the
recognition and affirmation of what I’ve done and try
to do,” she added. A first generation college student,

Left: Dr. Joanna Blount of Ancilla College receives a round of applause from co-workers as her name is announced as corecipient of the Blessed Catherine Kasper Award. Right: Kelly Cordell of Ministry Center Services appears on FaceTime
from Daytona Beach, Florida as Sister Judith Diltz names her co-recipient of the Blessed Catherine Kasper Award.
Winter 2016
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Ancilla

Thanks

College Donors

By Chad Kebrdle, Ancilla College, Instructor of English

Co-workers, Sisters, and Maria Center residents celebrate Blessed Catherine Kasper Award winners.
Dr. Blount had always wanted to be an educator
so students would have a knowledgeable advocate
in their corner. It was something she could have
used during her initial college years. When she first
came to Ancilla College over ten years ago, she said
faculty that discussed student success, and actually
backed it up with actions driven toward that goal
astonished her. It was quite a difference from other
post secondary institutions she’s worked at.
Of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ Core Values
that decide the Blessed Catherine Kasper Award
recipient, she thinks Dignity and Respect for All is
the most important one in her ministry, which is
very diverse. “When you respect somebody, they
rise to the occasion. It’s a win for everybody,” she
added. Co-workers nominating Dr. Blount praised
her as “a faithful, kind woman who does not hide
her Christian values and does not seek attention or
recognition.” Another nominator added, “She treats
all with Dignity and Respect.”
Looking back on the day of the announcement, Kelly
said she was shocked to receive the honor, and also
surprised that everyone involved was able to keep
it a secret for so long. Kelly, who began her career at
The Center at Donaldson 23 years ago, has served in
a variety of ministries, including dietary services at
both Catherine Kasper Home and the Motherhouse,
and Environmental Services in both places too. She
enjoys her current role the best. She said when she
heard her boyfriend taking a call from “Catherine
4
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Kasper” at the beach; the first thought that crossed
her mind was a fire alarm problem at The Center.
Like Dr. Blount, Kelly is grateful to work in a
ministry instead of a job. “I respect the Sisters’
values,” she said. “I try to live by the PHJC Core
Values and make them my own. I respect this house
as if it were my house,” she said of The Center. Her
favorite part of the job is being ready to take on any
challenge that arises.
Co-workers nominating Kelly cited her solid work
ethic, willingness to help, and lack of ego as qualities
making her worthy of the honor. “She cares about
The Center and the legacy the Sisters have built
over the years; she wants the best for it and gives
it her best.” Others noted that she “gives advice
without being demeaning and explains things in a
manner that’s easily understood;” and “She does
her work with a cheerful heart, open spirit, and an
easy grace.” Perhaps the best comment about Kelly
is this statement by a fellow co-worker: “I think
Catherine (Kasper) would find her a delightful and
valued partner.”
A coveted perk, reserved parking for a year, is
awarded to each recipient. Dr. Blount has picked
her spot, which she says she’ll use most on days she
has to leave and then return to campus. Kelly, who
likes to walk and has an early start time laughed, “I
already park wherever I want.”

The fourth annual Changing Lives Scholarship
Dinner was held at Swan Lake Resort Friday,
November 11, 2016. Ancilla College would like to
extend a warm and grateful thank you to everyone
who attended to help support student scholarship
funds. Record-breaking attendance for this year also
showed record-breaking donations totaling more
than $50,000.
Guests enjoyed a social hour followed by a delicious
dinner, prepared by the exceptional culinary staff at
Swan Lake. A variety of silent auction items were
available to bid on during the evening as well as a
live auction for scholarships. The evening’s events
also included the presentation of two of the college’s
highest honors – the Ancilla Award and the Sister
Mary Dolores Outstanding Alumni Award.

taught at Ancilla, and in 1975 she became a nurse.
She has since not stopped caring for others or seeking
knowledge. “It all goes back to my time at Ancilla,”
she said.
Because the event landed on Veteran’s Day, a special
recognition of recent graduate and Army veteran
James Rimel was announced before giving a nod to
all veterans in the room. Current Ancilla students
Brittany Taylor and Levi Elliot shared with the
audience how scholarships have impacted their
education at Ancilla College. Twenty-five additional
students interacted with the nearly 300 guests
throughout the evening.
Major sponsors were as follows: Degree Partners:
Saint Joseph Health System, Poor Handmaids of
Jesus Christ, and the Gibson Foundation; Cap &
Gown Partner: Plymouth Foundry; Class Ring
Partners: Oliver Ford Lincoln, First Federal Savings
Bank, CTE Solutions, Patti and Brian Kitch, John J.
Chandler, Jean and Mark Wagner, Hamlet Lions Club
and the Zeglis Family Charitable Foundation.

Funds raised from this event will help provide
need-based grants and scholarships to worthy

This year, Saint Joseph Health System was the
recipient of the Ancilla Award. For more than 150
years, the Sisters of the Holy Cross and the Poor
Handmaids of Jesus Christ have been devoted
to improving the health and well-being of every
individual in the Michiana community. Today, the
legacy of these extraordinary women continues
with Saint Joseph Health System. Ancilla College is
proud to give this award to such an integral part of
our community.

Close to 90 percent of Ancilla students receive
financial assistance in the form of grants,
scholarships or awards each year. In addition,
the college spent more than $1 million of its own
resources to help students with their tuition and
other costs of education.

SJH provides a full range of care facilities including
16 acute care hospitals, home health agencies,
hospice care, outpatient services, skilled nursing
facilities, community clinics and physician groups.
The recipient of this year’s Sister Mary Dolores
Outstanding Alumni Award was Dorothy Weber.
Dorothy was once a Sister of the Poor Handmaids of
Jesus Christ and after graduating from Ancilla, went
on to receive a doctorate in philosophy, a subject she

“On behalf of the faculty, staff and especially the
students, I would like to say thank you to each and
every person that attended and supported the fourth
annual Changing Lives Scholarship Dinner,” said
Ancilla president, Dr. Ken Zirkle. “The exceptional
staff at Swan Lake Resort, our emcees for the
evening, Dave and Ginny Gibson, auctioneer, Francis
Ellert and pianist, Andrew Jennings, all helped to
make the evening memorable and successful.”

students to attend Ancilla College, who otherwise
might not be able.
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Student

Music

Realizes the Dream

New Look on Life

By Chad Kebrdle, Ancilla College, Instructor of English
Stephanie Eckard, an Ancilla College sophomore
from Plymouth, has recently been awarded the
“Realizing the Dream” scholarship from the
Independent Colleges of Indiana (ICI). “Realizing
the Dream” is a program that acknowledges
first-generation college students for outstanding
achievement in their freshman year and are now in
their sophomore year. It has been funded by the Lilly
Endowment Inc. since 1989.
Each honored student will receive a $2,500 check to
help with college costs, and each student’s selected
“most influential” teacher/mentor will receive a
$1,000 professional development grant. One out
of every three students on ICI campuses is firstgeneration. Generous financial aid provided by the
campuses themselves, combined with state and
federal grants, makes a private college education a
possibility for all students in Indiana.
Stephanie went back to elementary school to
choose her most influential teacher, Stephanie
Beinswenger. “Mrs. Beiswenger’s enthusiastic
teaching style inspired and established my love of
learning. In first grade during story-time, she would
always conclude each reading with excitement
that developed my desire to want to learn more.
It was this technique that drove me to further my
education after high school.”

By Crystal Bower, Social Services Coordinator, & Marcia
Heil, Spiritual Caregiver, Catherine Kasper Home

Left: Stephanie Beinswenger, honored teacher. Right: Stephanie
Eckard, Ancilla College sophomore.
Beinswenger was surprised by the nomination.
“Over the 18+ years in the classroom administrators
and veteran teachers have always said that a teacher
never knows the impact you have on a student’s life.
This veteran teacher and future administrator now
knows first-hand. This young lady was in my class
the first year I taught (first grade), and then again in
fourth grade two years later. I am truly humbled.”
A banquet is held in honor of the students and
nominated teachers. This year’s keynote speaker
was Bart Caylor, an Anderson University alumnus
and a former first-generation student himself. After
completing his studies in graphic design, he founded
Caylor Solutions, an Indianapolis-based marketing
firm that specializes in higher education branding.
Stephanie is part of the Ancilla
College nursing program.

Gift Certificates Available

Eat Local with

All Natural, Antibiotic & Hormone Free

ANCILLA BEEF

Ground Beef $3.39 lb.

Grass fed. Grain finished.
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Patties • Steaks • Roasts • Variety of Cuts Available
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Gives

Order
Today at
www.ancillabeef.com

Ancilla Beef & Grain Farm is a ministry of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ and a part of The Center at Donaldson. P.O. Box 1, Donaldson, IN 46513

Music is a part of our lives from the young person to
the older adult. When someone sings to their loved
one, “You are my sunshine,” a smile comes to the
loved one’s face which helps to decrease anxiety and
lifts one’s spirit. Based on early data at Catherine
Kasper Home, a personalized music play list played
on an iPod, has given residents diagnosed with
dementia a new look on life at that moment. Twentyone residents have access to their very own iPod with
their favorite music.
The State of Indiana sponsored a program which
discussed music and its positive effect on people
diagnosed with dementia. The idea of creating
personalized playlists for our residents was
conceived out of the training. Another training
followed, which eight co-workers from Catherine
Kasper Life Center (CKLC) participated in an online
training through www.musicandmemory.org. The
DVD, “Alive Inside,” also inspired our venture to
create personalized play lists especially for those
residents with dementia living at CKLC.
Using the Music and Memory program, the overall
anxiety appears to have decreased. Their spiritual
distress (the ability to make meaning in their lives
complicated by leaving their home, living in a new
place, declining in their ability to function as they
once did) has lessened, if only for a little while they
have found joy in listening to their favorite music,
the music that permeated their lives from the age of
13 to 22 or so.
Together Activities, Social Services, Spiritual
Caregiver, and Nursing departments collaboratively
worked to develop the personalized playlists with
the help of family members, volunteers and other
co-workers. Tristan Dooley, a Boy Scout from the
Michigan City area, chose the project of Music and

Catherine Kasper Home Spiritual Caregiver Marcy Heil visits
with Shirley, a Music to Memory participant.
Memory for his Eagle Scout Project. Along with his
Scout Mates, they transformed the lives of a number
of residents. It is our hope to recruit more volunteers
to help with this innovative program which is
transforming the lives of many of our residents.
A resident who has an iPod with a personalized
playlist stated, “My music helps me calm down
when I am stressed by my life and how much it
has changed for me as I get older. I am grateful for
Tristan who helped me figure out the music that fills
my heart.”
A Certified Nursing Assistant stated, “Every time,
I help my resident put on her headphones to listen
to her personalized playlist, she calms within a few
minutes and begins to smile. I think she remembers
her younger days which bring back good memories.
The iPods really help!”
A family member stated, “I am really glad my mom
has an iPod. Mom is responding in incredible ways.
She is talking more and even uses humor with me at
times. Seeing her happier makes me happy for her.”
Improving the lives of our residents at CKLC in a
variety of ways is profoundly helpful to them and
the co-workers who serve them. All disciplines
work together moving toward serving the resident
holistically. Our team has seen remarkable results
from adding value based care enriched by the
resident music preferences which in turn appears to
have decreased the resident’s spiritual distress.
If you would like to volunteer to work with a
resident in the Music and Memory program, please
call Catherine Kasper Home and ask to speak to
Crystal Bower, Social Services Manager or Rev.
Marcy Heil, Spiritual Caregiver.
Winter 2016
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ECOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS

Fire and Land
Stewardship:
Burning Questions
By Adam Thada, Director Ecological Relationships

The Center at Donaldson sits on the far eastern
edge of what ecologists call “The Prairie Peninsula.”
Just before European settlement in the 1800’s,
northwestern Indiana was a mix of grasslands,
wetlands, and oak savannas. These communities
blended into each other seamlessly, based on changes
in climate or land use by indigenous communities.
Open oak woodlands were an even subtler forested
gradation, somewhere between the sparse, widespreading trees of a savanna and the dense, dark
forests that we typically think of defining Indiana.
Though more open and light-filled natural areas
had sufficient rainfall for a closed-canopy forest, fire
kept woody species from getting overgrown. Yes,
there were occasional wildfires. Without the vast
network of paved roads we have now, they could
have turned into immense blazes. But it is now
understood that these communities were largely
maintained by humans, using our oldest and most
powerful tool: fire.
A prescribed fire is simply a planned fire used to
obtain desired results. Indigenous people used fire
largely to clear land for agriculture and to maintain
grazing forage for game species.

Prescribed fire today is a safe and effective way to
prevent the build-up of fuel for wildfires, to maintain
wildlife habitat and ecological diversity, and to halt
the march of woody species (which is called ecological
succession).
Fires in our prairies and savannas occurred every 1-4
years or so, depending on weather conditions and
management goals.
The cycle of fire is pretty simple. Plants use
photosynthesis to store solar energy in their leaves as
carbon by absorbing carbon dioxide from the air and
returning the oxygen. A fire is simply the reverse:
it is the explosive, instant release of a year or more
of stored solar energy, consuming oxygen from the
8
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air, combining it with plant carbon, and producing
carbon dioxide gas. We experience the energy release
as intense heat, light, and sound.
But fire’s effects on natural communities is so
complex that scientists still do not exactly understand
how it works. Fire cycles nutrients, returning some
to the air and others back into the soil. It darkens the
soil surface with black ash, which absorbs more heat,
which accelerates growth in the spring. It shifts the
balance between competing species of grasses, trees,
and wildflowers, each with their own sensitivity
to growing season, fire frequency, and grazing by
animals.
It’s a wonder we can figure any of it out at all! But
enough research has accumulated to suggest that
we need to burn in order to maintain biological
diversity, which is usually our over arching goal
for land stewardship. Most of our plant species and
their interactive relationships with the rest of the
biota have been evolving with the use of indigenous
fire since the glaciers retreated about 10,000 years
ago. The echoes of ancients fire is embedded in their
actual DNA!
Our use of prescribed fire at The Center at
Donaldson has been limited in scope by constraints
of equipment, time, and having sufficient and
trained hands. In creating a full-time position
dedicated to nurturing ecological relationships, the
PHJC Sisters have increased their commitment to
land stewardship. We will be increasing the use of
prescribed fire by mobilizing a burn crew each spring
and fall as conditions and priorities permit.
In November, we gathered together equipment, burn
plans, and helping hands to conduct a few prescribed
fires. We started with the easiest and smallest burn
units to continue building on our base of experience
and to test out new equipment and crew members.
We will continue to monitor fire’s effects on the land,
interseeding new species to enhance the diversity
and resiliency of each ecological community.

Winter 2016
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LINDENWOOD RETREAT & CONFERENCE CENTER

Lindenwood Presents New Collaborative
Leadership Program to Help Gather the Lost Sheep

Save the Date
Empty Bowls Soup Supper

Saturday, March 18, 2017

By: Christopher Thelen, Director of Lindenwood Retreat & Conference Center

In Luke’s Gospel, Jesus responds
to the indignant murmuring of
the Pharisees and scribes about
his association with sinners by
saying:

“What man of you having a
hundred sheep, if he lost one
of them, does not leave the
ninety-nine in the wilderness,
and go after the one which is
lost until he finds it? And when
he has found it, he lays it on his
shoulders rejoicing.” Luke 15:2-5
Jesus’ story, at heart, demonstrates
the extent of the Divine
Shepherd’s fidelity to humanity,
that he would leave those who
are already under his care and
concern to bring those who are
not, under it. Christ’s mission
to seek after the lost sheep is an
important and urgent message
for the contemporary Church.
In 2015, a Pew Research Center
study revealed the striking reality
about the state of Catholicism
and family life in the United
States. According to the survey,
52 percent of respondents had
departed from the Catholic faith
at some point in their lives, and
only 11 percent of those who had
left have since returned to the
Sacramental life of the Church.
More recently, a 2016 study by
The Center for Applied Research
10

in the Apostolate reported that
63 percent of responding youth
and young adult Catholics who
self-identified as no longer
practicing the Catholic faith
made the decision to leave it
between the ages of 10 and 17.
Many respondents cited the lack
of scientific evidence for the
existence of God as the reason
why they had left.
How can the Church respond
to such statistics? Lindenwood
has facilitated a Collaborative
Leadership workshop for a
number of Catholic parishes
and schools in both the Dioceses
of Gary and Fort Wayne-South
Bend that aims to encourage
participants to respond to the
challenges of their ministries
with bold and, at the same time,
pragmatic solutions.
At the core of our Collaborative
Leadership program is the idea
that the virtues of magnanimity
and humility are essential
character traits of those who
endeavour to take on the Divine
Shephard’s mandate to go and
make disciples of all nations. In
his book Virtuous Leadership: An
Agenda for Personal Excellence,
Alexandar Havard has found
that among all of the universally
recognized leaders of industry,
religion and politics since the
20th century, the character traits
of magnanimity and humility

Word Gathering | www.poorhandmaids.org

were their common dominant
virtues. While magnanimity
enables a leader to dream boldly
about accomplishing great things,
humility acts as a counterbalance,
so as to not venture beyond one’s
given strengths and abilities. In
other words, virtuous leaders
have a keen ability to dream of a
vision that places a man on the
moon, for example. But a virtuous
leader also understands his/her
own limitations about making
the vision of going to the moon a
reality. Therefore, virtuous leaders
cultivate the strengths and talents
of others and fully empower
people to use them so that which
is dreamed of can become a
reality. The virtuous leader does
not settle for the way things
are but dares to dream of what
could be with the help of others,
and together, something that
transcends human understanding
happens. That is, when leaders in
the Church are transfigured into
Christ’s likeness, they can go out
after those who are leaving the
Church and prevent more people
from leaving.
Lindenwood’s vision is to help
create leaders who will inspire
people to return and to remain in
the Sacramental life of the Church.

www.lindenwood.org

Filling
Empty Bowls
By Evelyn Schwenk,
Coordinator of MoonTree Studios

Please save the date for an
important ministry event: The
Empty Bowls Soup Supper
returns for a fourth year at The
Center at Donaldson, Saturday
evening March 18, 2017. This
event benefits the Food Bank
of Northern Indiana, with
all proceeds earmarked for
neighboring Food Bank agencies
in Starke and Marshall Counties.
According to FBNI statistics,
the rate of food insecurity in
the area is 17 percent—it’s a
silent epidemic. One in four
children lives in a food insecure
household, where families are
faced with very tough choices—
between buying food or other
necessities like medicine, rent,
and utilities.
The Empty Bowls Soup Supper
unites the efforts of many at
the ministry center: MoonTree
Studios enlists area clay artists
to make and donate bowls
to be sold at the supper, the
Associate Community of the
Poor Handmaids makes delicious
soups, and Earthworks bakes
the bread. The Ancilla Domini
Motherhouse provides the venue,

and Ministry Center Services
and volunteers fill in all the
tasks that make the event run
smoothly. The concept behind
these Empty Bowls events
around the world is for guests to
partake of a simple meal, mindful
of the fact that even the simple
meal is more than many of their
own neighbors have to eat. Each
person takes home a handmade
bowl to keep as a symbol of the
profound impact that a single
effort can make to end food
insecurity in our community and
across the globe.
Today, the Food Bank actively
combats hunger by partnering
with local and national
manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers, food growers, packers
and brokers to procure food. In
addition, individuals, businesses,
and organizations like us conduct
drives for food and funds. Since
2014, the Empty Bowls event at
The Center has raised $6,451.00.
Rest assured the impact of our
donations is significant--one
dollar can provide up to eleven
pounds of food or nine meals for
those in need, and ninety-four
cents of every dollar donated
to FBNI goes back into the
communities served. That means
that The Center at Donaldson
Empty Bowls Soup Suppers have
provided over 58,000 meals to
date to the local communities!

The annual Empty Bowls Soup
Supper joins other The Center
efforts to aid those among us
with food insecurity, including
a free lunch pantry for Ancilla
College students, a free food
bank of staple items for coworkers, Sister Pat Peters’ two
raffles each year for local food
banks, a Thanksgiving food drive
for the Neighborhood Center
in Plymouth (and other food
drives as needed/requested),
Saint Joseph’s Table Food Drive,
the Christmas-time sponsorship
of two families, and often
the Christmas collection (at
Christmas Eve Mass) goes to food
banks in the area.
Tickets for the Empty Bowls
Soup Supper will again be $15.00
per person. There are a few new
aspects to the evening—area clay
artists will be making the bowls
for the event, and they each have
the option to set up a display
table and sell other clay artworks
at the supper. And we have a
Plymouth High School Orchestra
Ensemble lined up to provide
dinner music for the event. It
will be an evening to warm your
heart. Please join us!

We’re Intensively
Creating!
www.moontreestudios.org
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SPECIAL FEATURE

NORTHWEST INDIANA

TO S O U T H E R N I L L I N O I S

Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ

Are You Jesus?

Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ

By James Oates, St. Ann of the Dunes Parish October, 2016

I was born in Gary, Indiana in 1958, which was part
of the newly formed Gary Diocese of the Catholic
Church. I made my debut into this world at the Gary
Mercy Hospital. Seven more of my brothers and
sisters were born there. I was baptized, received First
Communion, Confirmation and went to grade school
at St. Mary of the Lake, in Miller, Gary, Indiana. I
have worked in Northwest Indiana, lived here, was
married here and raised my children here.

I did not know the depth of the involvement of the
Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ until their “Coming
Home” celebration at Bishop Noll. I was attending as
a representative of St. Ann of the Dunes Parish, where
Sister Melanie Rauh is a parishioner. Sister Melanie
is a vibrant member of the parish who teaches, is
instrumental in the music program, was the pianist at
ANA 46513-0001my son’s
(574) wedding,
936-9936
www.poorhandmaids.org/cominghome
and
who is an asset to the church,
a joy to know, and a true disciple of Christ.
As I watched the video presentation of the history
of the sisters in the Gary Diocese, and looked at the
displays, the extent of their service was amazing.

12
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to
I had the privilege of attending your Coming Home
Northwest Indiana event on October 21 & 22, 2016
as a representative of St. Ann of the Dunes Parish
and as a guest of Sister Melanie Rauh. I was truly
impressed and honored to attend.
Sister Melanie mentioned to me that I was invited
to write a little piece about my impression of the
of
Coming Home presentation of the Poor Handmaids
Jesus Christ.
I am attaching the short statement for your review.
If it is something that is noteworthy enough to
include in your newsletter, please feel free to do so.
If it does not fit, or is not proper to the tone of the
publication, please feel free to set it aside.
I would like to again thank the Sisters and
specifically Sister Melanie for a very informative,
and entertaining event.
May God Bless all of You.
Jim Oates

The Poor Handmaids have been involved in so
many aspects of the lives of the people of Northwest
Indiana. They have advanced their mission and as
times and circumstances have changed, they have
reinvented themselves time and again to continue to
serve as the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ.
It is said that you should preach the Word of God
always, and sometimes even use words. The Poor
Handmaids of Jesus Christ have done just that.
Action, determination, resolve, dedication. Their
watchwords, “Attentive Listening, Courageous
Response” is apparent in all that they do.
Some who serve the Lord say that when they help
others they see Jesus in those they help. In looking
at all those served by The Poor Handmaids, it’s clear
that what they accomplish provides a different point
of view. It reminds me of a story, one that makes me
think of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ.
It was in the winter, cold and rainy. As one of the
Sisters approached a discount store she saw a young
boy and girl sitting outside on the bench. They
looked cold and wet in the thin coats they were
wearing. Sister stopped to ask if they were okay. They
responded they were, that they had recently lost their
home and that their mother was in the store applying
for a job while they waited. Sister tried to cheer
them up and then went into the store. While she was
shopping, she suddenly put back the items she had
selected for herself, and picked out two warm coats,
boots, hats and gloves, and checked out.

As she went outside Sister could see that the children
were still on the bench. As she approached, she saw
their mother walking towards them looking worn
and exhausted. Sister told their mother who she was
and asked if she could give the children the clothing.
Their Mother said yes, with thanks and a tear welling
up in her eye. Sister told the children to try everything
on because it could be exchanged.
Everything fit.
As the boy pulled on his hat and gloves, he looked at
Sister and asked “Are you Jesus?” “No,” said Sister,
“But, I am one of His daughters.” The boy shook
his head knowingly, and said “I figured you were
related.”
That is the experience and history of the Poor
Handmaids of Jesus Christ. When we who are served
look at them we see Jesus in all that they do.
Congratulations to the Poor Handmaids of Jesus
Christ for a wonderful history of service to all of
Northwest Indiana, and more importantly “Thank
You’ for bringing the real image of Our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ reflected in all that you do.
Left to right: Poor Handmaids Sisters practice the musical
numbers before Mass; Sisters Kathy Haas, left and Linda
Volk narrate the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ Past,
Present and Future presentation.; Visitors peruse the
timeline; Sisters, Associates and friends gather for a
prayer service for PHJC Sisters laid to rest in Northwest
Indiana.

Winter 2016
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Sister Mary Carolyn Remembers
Meeting Saint Mother Teresa

she delivered meals to shut-ins,
who had no transportation to the
site.

By Barbara Allison, Assistant, Communications

On Sunday, September 4, 2016,
just one day shy of the 19th
anniversary of her death, Pope
Francis canonized Blessed Mother
Teresa of Calcutta, based on two
documented miracles recognized
by the Vatican in 2003 and 2015.
The only modern person on a
faster track to sainthood was
Saint Pope John Paul II, who was
canonized in 2014, only nine years
after his death.
Although not one of her
documented miracles, Catherine
Kasper Home resident Sister Mary
Carolyn Welhoelter credits her
1973 meeting of Mother Teresa
with leading her to live her
life more like PHJC Foundress
Blessed Catherine Kasper, in
service of the poor. The two met
while Sister Mary Carolyn was
working in Davenport, Iowa and
Mother Teresa was there to speak
to Catholic school students about
service.
Finding the Bishop’s mansion
too fancy for her austere lifestyle,
Mother Teresa knocked on the
door of a house the PHJC Sisters
were renovating in Davenport at
the time. In a state of shock, Sister
Mary Carolyn slammed the door
right after opening it. When Sister
Eileen Sullivan asked who was
there, she replied, “It’s Mother
Teresa!” Sister Eileen admonished
her for being such a joker, this
14
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time answering the door herself.
Mother Teresa was still standing
there, seeking shelter from the
Sisters. She stayed with the PHJC
Sisters for three days, telling them
she “felt at home” there.
Sister Mary Carolyn remembers
Mother Teresa as a witness to
God’s love. “I felt like I was in
the presence of someone totally
in love with God, a person who

wanted to share that love with
everyone. That I met a saint is just
unbelievable,” she said. Along
with her friend, the late Sister
Jeanette Schutte, Sister Mary
Carolyn founded The Kitchen
Table, a diocesan soup kitchen
serving the poor in Cairo, Illinois.
She ministered there for the next
19 years, serving 125 meals a day,
four days a week, to the poor and
hungry. After the lunchtime rush,

One of the two miracles accepted
by the Vatican for Mother Teresa’s
canonization is the 2002 cure of
Monica Besra, who was cured
of stomach cancer when a locket
containing Mother Teresa’s
photograph was placed over
her ailing stomach. The other
miracle attributed to her was the
inexplicable recovery of comatose
Brazilian man suffering from a
brain tumor, who awoke with no
signs of the tumor following his
wife’s prayerful intercession to
Blessed Mother Teresa.

Born Agnes Bojaxhiu on August
26, 1910 in Macedonia, Mother
Teresa joined the Sisters of Loretto
in Ireland at age 18. Following
profession of her vows, she
boarded a train to Darjeeling,
India, intent on becoming a
missionary. Hearing what she
described as a “call within a call,”
she founded the Missionaries of
Charity Sisters in October 1950,
and began ministering to the poor
and sick of Calcutta. Today, the
order has about 4,000 members
worldwide. Their aim from the
start has been to care for the sick,
poor, homeless, and unwanted,
including those suffering from
AIDS and Hansen’s disease,

formerly known as leprosy. “The
greatest poverty in the world is
to be unloved, unwanted and
uncared for,” Mother Teresa once
said.
To that end, she boldly went into
conflict zones and areas of natural
disaster to tend to those affected
by disease, war, and poverty.
During the siege of Beirut in 1982,
she rescued 37 children trapped
in a hospital behind enemy lines,
brokering a cease-fire between
Israeli and Palestinian fighters.
She ranked among the top ten in
Gallup polls of the world’s most
admired women 18 times, and
received numerous humanitarian
awards, including the Nobel
Peace Prize, the Albert Schweitzer
International Prize and many
honorary college degrees.
She was not without her detractors
however. In 1979, she drew the
ire of pro-choice groups when she
spoke out against abortion during
her acceptance of the Nobel Peace
Prize honor. Another detractor, the
late author Christopher Hitchens,
served as the only witness against
her beatification during Vatican
proceedings stating, “She was not
a friend of the poor; she was a
friend of poverty.” Mother Teresa
was unapologetic to detractors
during her lifetime, stating that her
first priority was to serve Christ
and His people.
Left: Sister Mary Carolyn Welhoelter
at the Catherine Kasper Home with a
portrait of herself and Mother Teresa of
Calcutta. Right: Sister Mary Carolyn
Welhoelter visits with Mother Teresa
of Calcutta in Davenport, Iowa in the
1970s.
Winter 2016
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Chapter: A Renewed Spirit
By Sister Cathy Schwemer, PHJC

“Behold, I am making
all things new. . .”
Isaiah 43:19”
During the early part of 2017, the American Province
of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ will hold
its Provincial Chapter. Preparing for Chapter is
a function unique to religious congregations. A
Chapter may be held at a general, provincial or
pro-regional level depending on the structure of the
religious community; whatever the level, Chapters,
have a long and respected history within vowed
religious life.
Chapter, when in session, is the highest decisionmaking body within our Province. During a Chapter,
decisions are made which creates a vision or focus
for the next four years. After we have set directions,
we then hold elections for the formal leadership
of our Province, (the Provincial and her Council).
Although these statements are true, it is also true that
everything at Chapter is marked by the very spirit of
our religious community. It is this spiritual mark that
makes a Chapter far more than just a legislative or
decision making body.
A Chapter should have the feel and quality of a
communal retreat. Poor Handmaid Sisters are called
to use our inner ear to listen deeply to both the
movement of the Holy Spirit and to the apostolic
restlessness of Blessed Catherine Kasper. We recall
her courageous response to the promoting of the
charismatic grace of the Holy Spirit which inspired
her to become a “contemplative in action” for the
sake of the Gospel and the world. And we are
challenged to do likewise.
Each Chapter becomes a reflection of a particular
moment in time, with its lights and shadows. We
are compelled by our vows to be women faithful
to the call of the Gospel. To take on the stance of
16
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a“contemplative in action” means being a discerning
person, a discerning community - one who is in
touch with God and out of that relationship make
choices and decisions with one eye on the needs of
our present time and the other on the future.
As we come to know ourselves better as a
community, deepen our mutual relationship and
commitment to God, the Earth and humanity, we can
make wiser decisions and set clearer directions for
the future. It is “Mind and Spirit,” study and prayer
which are the two sides of any successful Chapter.
The American Province will hold its Chapter of
Affairs during the week of January 22-29, 2017
followed by the Chapter of Elections in April.
Below is a copy of the Chapter prayer written by
Sister Pat Peters and Sister Linda Volk. Each PHJC
Sister has been using this prayer during this year of
preparation for Chapter. We are pleased to share it
with you and ask you to pray with and for us during
this important time for our Province.

Rooted like the Linden tree in the sacred waters
of the Heilborn, we consecrate our lives to being a
flourishing presence in the midst of all creation.
We thank you, our loving God, who with boundless
love, goodness and mercy calls us to be Poor
Handmaids and showers each of us and all of us
with the abundance of your grace.
Give all Poor Handmaids the grace of an attentive
ear to recognize your word spoken through our
dialogue and discernment. Grant us the grace of a
courageous heart to follow you into these changing
times filled with hope and the trusting awareness of
your care for us.

Advancing the PHJC Charism
through Volunteerism
Sister Connie Bach, PHJC

Catherine Kasper was born in
1820 in Germany. On August
15, 1848, Catherine moved into
her first "little house" with four
companions from her little
village. Together, they served the
children, the sick and the needy
however and wherever they were
called. No task was too small
because all was done in love!
The PHJC charism, rooted in
this same service to the poor
with love for God and neighbor,
continues today through faithful,
compassionate women who seek
only to answer that quiet voice
within as Catherine did 168 years
ago with her companions.
In “The Track from Volunteering
to Vocation,” Janet Gildea
(Global Sisters Report, July
2014) notes that the 2012 Center
for Applied Research in the
Apostolate (CARA) study
suggests 250,000 never-married
Catholic women have very
seriously considered a religious
vocation. The author challenges
us to “Put the invitation out
there! Catholic women who
have already demonstrated such
great generosity of spirit through
volunteer service deserve the
support and encouragement of
all of us to consider discernment
of a religious vocation.”
We take it a step further for the
broader Church. The focus of the
PHJC Volunteer Program is to:

“…offer single, Catholic women
unique opportunities in a faithbased context to live out their
Baptismal call to share God's
presence in the world. Volunteers
are inspired by openness to the
Spirit, simplicity, community, and
dignity and respect for all.”

(connie.ss@att.net) or Sister
Marybeth (mbmartinphjc@gmail.
com). We have brochures and
RESPONSE magazines available
if you would like copies to share
in your parish, with family
members or in other service
organizations where single,
Catholic women are looking for
service opportunities. Please help
us spread the word!

Our vision is to assist women in
discerning that vocation to a life
of service as single, married or
religious.
To date, the PHJC Volunteer
Program has one full-time, livein volunteer (Libby Riggs) who
serves at the Catherine Kasper
Home and with the MoonTree
Studios. We’ve had two shortterm volunteers for three weeks
each and three volunteers in our
summer immersion program.
There are plans for winter 2016
and summer 2017 immersions in
PHJC ministries. Sister Marybeth
and Sister Connie will have
attended 17 large college and
university service fairs between
September and November in
hopes of drawing participation
in these immersions and in shortand long-term experiences.
We appreciate the affirmations
for and the prayerful support of
the program! If you or someone
you know might be interested
in participating and spreading
Catherine’s charism, please
contact Sister Connie

PHJC Volunteers
Make a difference with heart!

Winter 2016
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CARA Study Report on the
Associate-Religious Relationship
By Donna Sikorski, Director of the Associate Community

The Spiritual Family of Catherine consists of three
expressions, the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ,
the Fiat Spiritus Community and the Associate
Community.
Our Associates are baptized adult men and women
grounded in their faith who share the charism of
Blessed Catherine Kasper. It is a way to deepen
one’s spiritual journey. Associates are single or
married, from various economic, racial and cultural
backgrounds who participate in the values, goals
and challenges of the Spiritual Family of Catherine
while maintaining their own lifestyles. We believe
our charism is a gift of the Holy Spirit and our call to
become Associates also comes from the Holy Spirit.
Our Associate Community was begun in 1983.

Around that same time, and in the years since, groups
of lay people, affiliated with religious congregations,
have been popping up in many areas of our country
and beyond. These Associates consist of men and
women who are serious about their faith and identify
with the charism of a given congregation.
Last summer the North American Conference of
Associates and Religious (NACAR) commissioned
the Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate
(CARA) to do a study of Associates and religious
in the United Stated and Canada. It was to focus on
the relationship of the Associates and religious, their
demographics, leadership and their thoughts on the
future. In 2000-2002 CARA did a similar study (also
commissioned by NACAR). This enabled CARA
to do some comparisons and to examine how the
Associate movement has changed and developed
in the 13-15 years since the prior study. The main
difference in the two studies is that the initial study
was of the relationships solely in the United States,
whereas the newer study included our neighbors in
Canada. Our PHJC Sisters, Fiat Spiritus Community
members and Associate Community members were
asked to participate in this study. It was sent to all
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via email and/or
the postal service.
All responses were
sent anonymously to
CARA.
A total of 378 institutes (including our own)
responded to the survey. 23 percent of the responding
groups were Associates connected to male institutes,
while the vast majority were related to women’s
religious congregations. The study also noted that
institutes of women religious are more likely to have
Associates. This was consistent with the 2000 survey.
The first amazing statistic to note is that the 378
responding religious institutes reported a total of
55,942 associates which was more than double the
number reported 15 years prior. This is indeed a
significant increase.
On average institutes with Associates have 158
associates and 136 vowed religious. Our PHJC

Associates number 144, while the PHJCs now
number 76. Of the 378 institutes having Associates

that responded to the survey, five reported having
over 1,000 Associates and two reported more
than 1,000 vowed members. More than half of
the responding institutes have less than 70 vowed
members and more than half have less than 100
Associates. The men’s institutes with Associates tend
to have more Associates (four have over 1,000) than
the women’s institutes.
Also of note is that the average age of Associates is
increasing while we have seen the average age of
our PHJC Associates drop slightly in the last few
years. Our PHJC Associate average age is still

somewhat higher than the responding Associates.
We are enjoying a slight increase in the number of
PHJC Associates under 50, whereas in the study
it was found that the age group (under 50) has not
increased. Based on the survey, 62 percent of the

Associates are over 60 while only 7 percent are under
40 years of age.
The study also found that 80 percent of all Associates
are women and 20 percent are men; we have slightly
less of a percentage of men. Most of the male
Associates are married while about two thirds of
the female Associates are married. In our Associate
Community slightly more than half of the women
are married as are most of the men.

The majority of the responding Associate
communities make a formal commitment for a
specific time. For over half of those Associates the
term of commitment is 1-2 years while another 18
percent, like our Associate Community, commit for
3-5 years (our Associates make a commitment of
three years, which is renewable every three years).
Along with the aging of both the vowed religious
and the Associates, another concern that many
voiced is the difficulty of attracting more Associates
and also empowering leaders within the Associate
communities. Other concerns revolve around distance
and sustainability, including the need for financial
independence. One respondent stated “Both the
vowed members and Associates have multiple time
commitments. Our Associates also live throughout
a large geographic area, and some have relocated
to other states. Since face-to-face opportunities for

faith-sharing and community activities are of prime
importance, these constraints of time and distance
create the greatest challenge.” An Associate stated
her difficulty is “Finding the time to spend with the
community members and trying to balance this time
with my family, career, and personal life.” Our own
Associate Community acknowledges this, and does
not have certain time commitment for our Associates,
however we all understand that spending time with
one another is essential to growing in our faith and
building our sense of community.
Regarding the leadership of Associate communities,
the study found that about 24 percent of those
who responded had directors that are themselves
Associates, while back in 2000 only about 11 percent
had lay Associate directors (the remainder were
directed by a vowed religious).

General Leadership
Visits the United States
By Julie Dowd, Director of Communications

World travellers, leaders of a congregation,
Sisters, administrators, fosterers of the
spirituality of the congregation. The General
Leadership Team from Dernbach, Germany will
be visiting the Poor Handmaids in the USA from
November 2016 through February 2017.
This international leadership team consists of
Sister Gonzalo Vakasseril, General Superior
(India), Sister Annemarie Kampwerth (USA),
Sister Barbara Spiegelhoff (Germany), and Sister
Shirley Bell (USA).
The PHJC constitution states that a canonical
visit to all houses of the congregation needs
to be done at least once during the General
Leadership’s six-year term.
The purpose of these visits is for the General
Leadership to meet with each Poor Handmaid
Sister, all 550+ Sisters, from around the world.
They meet individually, listen to concerns, and
pray together. These visits require the General
Leadership Team to visit Sisters in Germany, the
Netherlands, England, India, Nigeria, Kenya,
Brazil, Mexico and the United States.
We welcome General Leadership to the USA!
Winter 2016
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MICHAEL GURIEL
East Three Associate Michael Guriel, passed
away on April 17. Mike was born November
2, 1934 in Chicago to Joseph and Pauline
Guriel. He moved to the Knox (Indiana) area
in 1945 and it became his home until his
passing. In addition to being an Associate,
he was a member of St. Thomas Aquinas
Catholic Church in Knox, and the Knights
of Columbus. He was also a Veteran having
served in the U.S. Army. He worked for 20 years for New York
Blower.
On December 30, 1961 he married Helen Virginia Berndt,
who is also an Associate. Together they had three children;
Michael Guriel (Mary) of Glendale, Arizona, Thomas Guriel
(Peggy) of Portage, Michigan, Greg Guriel of Knox, Stephen
Guriel (Jennifer) of Plymouth, and Theresa Knapp (Frank) of
Kouts, and 5 grandchildren. Helen and Michael both became
Associates in 1991 and celebrated 25 years as Associates this
year.
May Michael rest in peace.
MARY G. HAAS
South Associate Mary G. Haas of Trenton,
Illinois died on Saturday August 6, in her
home. She was 85.
Mary was born February 12, 1931 in St.
Rose to Henry and Margaret (Horstman)
Weisenfeld; they preceded her in death.
She married Richard Haas on November 24,
1949 at St. Mary Catholic Church, Trenton.
Richard passed away on August 21, 2003.
Mary and Richard had five children. They are Sister Kathy
Haas PHJC, Kenneth Haas, Kevin (Teresa) Haas, Larry
(Rose) Haas, Peggy (Brian) Boeser. Mary also had eleven
grandchildren and eight great-grandchildren.
Mary became an Associate in June of 2010 at St. Mary Church
in Trenton. She came to know the Poor Handmaids when they
taught her children in grade school and also in high school.
Mary made a point of attending most Associate meetings and
always had a smile for those she met.
Mary was a home maker, and in addition to being an
Associate, she was a member of St. Mary Catholic Church and
the Altar Sodality in Trenton.
Mary was a quiet and gentle woman who was loved by all and
will be missed.
May Mary rest in peace.
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Our Associate Community has had a lay
associate as director since 1998.

The study also included questions
regarding what attracts individuals to
a given institute. The spirituality of the
institute was most frequently mentioned
as an attraction, followed by the desire for
a deeper spiritual life, and the institute’s
mission. One Associate remarked “My
relationship with this community has
been a source of tremendous spiritual
growth for me. I could not be who I am
today without my shared history with my
community. The times when we live most
purely our call to love, freely, mutually,
without concern for boundaries and roles,
have been transformative, and I believe
hold tremendous power to transform
the world.”
Based on this study, almost all Associate
directors feel their Associates understand
their charism. One shared important
aspects of association as “The connection
to shared charism that is authentic and
powerful. An opportunity to serve and
communicate together about a common
mission.” Another commented “The
Associates really relate to the charism of
our congregation. They are full of life and
energy and are very enthusiastic about
the mission of our congregation. I feel
that the Associates are the future of our
congregation.”
Our Associate Community enjoys both
financial and spiritual support from
the PHJCs. In this study of Associates

throughout the US and Canada, less
than half reported that their Associates
are at least somewhat prepared to
assume responsibility for its financial
sustainability. 27 percent of Associate
communities cover all or most of
their Associate budget. Our Associate
Community is very fortunate to have a
generous budget provided by the PHJCs

and only get a relatively small amount of donations
from our Associates to offset the costs of gatherings and
retreats. As things are currently, we are not financially
sustainable without our PHJCs support, whereas 43
percent of Associate communities state they could be
sustainable for the next five years without the support
of their religious institution.
The report is full of memorable quotes from both
Associates and vowed religious. Some interesting
comments from vowed religious and Associates
include:
“I feel the Associate-religious relationship opens up
new doors such as ministry, prayer, collaboration with
each other. We are exposed to new ways of praying and
sharing with one another. Associates have much to offer
and teach us.”
“I believe these Associates are called to keep the
Church moving in a positive direction as the religious
are also focused to do. Sharing our lives, prayers and
friendships is very rewarding.”

Associate Community

www.poorhandmaids.org/associates

One Spirit

Three Expressions

“I felt welcomed at the first gathering I attended.
Finding like-minded people looking to deepen their
spirituality and participating in Associate Days,
planning days and retreats.”
“As the number of religious has decreased, the
Associates bring new life, energy, ideas, and enthusiasm
to us, and are a sign of hope to me that our spirit and
charism will continue through them in new ways. Their
thirst for our spirituality make me appreciate more the
richness that we have and deepen my love for it.”
To paraphrase the words of Jeanne Connelly of
NACAR having this data is important, but what we
do with the data and learn from the data, is what will
really make the study bear fruit. She states that all this
indicates that “something is happening”; the Spirit is
moving and we are excited to be in the midst of it all.
Thank you Holy Spirit!!
If you are interested in deepening your own spiritual
journey and sharing the mission and spirit of the
Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ we invite you to
contact our office at 574-936-936 x 733.

The Associate Community,
part of the Three Expressions of Catherine

Blessed Catherine Kasper,
Foundress of the Poor Handmaids of
Jesus Christ
Winter 2016
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LINDEN HOUSE

MEXICO

					50 years

Share the Love of Crafting
By Becca Kilmer

I have been asked to write about my Mom and I. My
mom, (Joann Kilmer), was a resident here at Linden
House of Mishawaka for six years. A year ago, she
moved to Greencroft Apartments in Goshen, Indiana.
I moved to Linden House 18 months ago.
When Mom lived at Linden House she started a craft
class. She also sold her handmade crafts here. Some
of the money she collected went to our

Mom and I have the love of doing crafts and
crocheting in common. She has won many 4-H
fair ribbons for her entries. She also paints. I make
kitchen towel and hot pad sets, and have started
making crochet baskets. They are made out of two
inch wide rolls of cloth, using a very large crochet
hook.
I have loved making things for as long as I can
remember! Mom showed me how to crochet an
afghan that has stand up flowers in the squares. I
have made one for each of my grandchildren.

Now that I am retired, I have decided to continue
Moms’ legacy and start a craft class of my own here at
Linden House.
The first class was on October 11, and it was a great
success! Everyone had a good time, and they all
found their creative side.

Becca Kilmer hugs her mother, Joann Kilmer.

Resident Council, the rest was used to buy items for
our building. Consulting with the office staff, she
bought a new fish tank for our entry lobby, several
items for the kitchen, and flat carts and grocery carts
for the residents use.
My mom is the most creative person I know.
She makes Christmas trees out of old cards and
washcloth Easter bunnies. Last Easter she sold 30
bunnies at the consignment shop in her building
at Greencroft. Mom also helps run the shop once
a week and has also written a book about her
adventurous life growing up!
22
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I was wonderfully surprised when I learned that
Linden House would be paying towards the cost of
our craft supplies. I am so grateful to them, thank
you so much!
I know that Mom and I will enjoy doing our crafts
and crochet projects, and sharing them with others
for years to come.
God bless and peace to all!
The Linden House of Chicago, Gary,
Hobart or Mishawaka is affordable
housing for seniors and individuals with
special needs that is dedicated to enriching
the quality of life for its residents.

							Golden Jubilee
August 6, 1966 – August 6, 2016

by Sister Mary Jane Raneks, PHJC

The tarp hung outside, tables and chairs stacked and ready to be
put in place, paper flowers waiting to adorn the outdoor dining
area, the cooks busy in the kitchen. And then the rains came!!!
Plans altered. And the party began!!! Life seems to follow the
same rhythm. All things seem ready and in place – and God
steps in!!! Reflecting on the past 50 years, one realizes with
astonishment the richness these years contained. And one can
only be filled with gratitude.
On August 6, with my religious community by my side, we
prepared, anticipated, and celebrated my Golden Jubilee with
neighbors and friends in San Ildefonso Tultepec, Mexico. Braving
the cloudy, rainy and chilly weather, we began the morning with
last minute preparations, then to Mass in our local chapel. Special
graces were the opportunity for all the Mexican Pro-Region Sisters
to sing our vows and the “Prayer to the Holy Spirit” composed
by Sister Connie Bach and translated by Sister Edith Schneider
and then to listen to Sister Deb Davis sing the Spanish version of
Sister Connie´s “Here I Am”. The Mass terminated with various
versions of the “Dance of the Shepherdess” by a local group of
Otomi women.
Specially adorned napkin holders, salt shakers, tortilla warmers
and flowers decorated the jubilee tables. A delicious meal served.
And then came the music provided by a former volunteer and
a group of university students. Cake cut and served, and then
moments of giving thanks. It is a great honor to serve following in
the footsteps of Blessed Catherine Kasper as a Poor Handmaid of
Jesus Christ.
Top: Local residents celebrating with Sr. Mary Jane; Middle: Srs. Mary
Jane and Jean Christianson raise their glasses to the festivities; Bottom: Sr.
Mary Jane assisting during Mass.
Winter 2016
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THE ST. JOSEPH COMMUNITY HEALTH FOUNDATION

Refugee Summit Addresses
Challenges of Immigrants

issues. Foundation Executive
Director Meg Distler and Fort
Wayne Mayor Tom Henry opened
the meeting followed by Health
Commissioner Dr. Deborah
McMahan. The Foundation's
Communications Coordinator
Ellie Bogue emceed the event.

By Ellie Bogue, Communication
Coordinator, St. Joseph Community
Health Foundation

The Poor Handmaids of Jesus
Christ and The St. Joseph
Community Health Foundation
have a strong legacy of serving
refugees and immigrants in the
Fort Wayne community. In the
1960s, Poor Handmaids at their
St. Vincent's Villa children's home
raised many Cuban refugee
orphans who came to Fort Wayne
as part of the Pedro Pan Operation.
The St. Joseph Community Health
Foundation ministry has continued
to support refugee work. Most
notably, the large influx of refugees
from Burma in the late 1990s
prompted the Foundation to
respond by opening a Community
Resource Center for Refugees.
This modeled the PHJC principles
of how disciplined collaboration
with 12 agencies enabled the
ability to scale or magnify impact.
The Foundation sponsored
Center grew into a new ministry,
Catherine Kasper Place, which
together with the Foundation and
community partners, provided
more than 58,000 services in
job training in three languages:
Burmese, Karen and English.
Twenty-seven thousand items of
food, clothing and furniture were
also distributed to refugee families
while the center was in operation.
Recently, the Foundation has
focused on helping existing
community agencies develop
24

Refugee Summit Keynote speaker, Rev. Jennifer Riggs addresses crowd.
trained interpreters and translators
to reduce the barriers keeping so
many from accessing services. In
the past 10 years, the Foundation
invested $1,559,467 to help
refugees and immigrants, and regranted $3.1 million in state and
federal contracts to support local
agencies who provide refugee
services. Below is the story of
a recent effort, a 2016 Refugee
Summit, focused on health that the
Foundation provided vital support
both in organizing and staffing the
event.
Addressing nearly 200 people
on September 21, 2016 Refugee
Summit keynote speaker, Rev.
Jennifer Riggs, described the
perilous journey refugees travel
to gain asylum in the United
States. "For most it will take years,
dividing families and leaving their
homelands forever; while many
will never get here," Riggs said.
The event focused on health,
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mental and physical. The goal
for the daylong conference was
to provide education on serving
the unique challenges of refugee
populations. Local healthcare
specialists, agencies, local and
state health department officials
addressed these topics.
The Foundation was one of the
two major underwriters, serving
as the fiscal agent and primary
staffing support for the conference.
The event was a collaboration
with Catholic Charities, Amani
Family Services, the Department of
Health and several professionals.
Fifteen presentations covered
the refugee experience, cultural
challenges, healthcare provider
experiences and local resources.
Fourteen grantee/community
partner agencies attended to learn
about current, local refugee health

Five ethnic restaurants prepared
the lunch buffet and most
attendees surveyed after the event
reported enjoying the diversity
of the food. Sister Germaine
Hustedde, PHJC and Sister
Nora Hahn, PHJC attended the
event with healthcare workers
from the Mishawaka area that
serve refugees. Sister Germaine
commented that the opportunity
to sample the ethnic foods was a
nice, unique feature introducing
many to the wonderful food
traditions from around the world.
Area nursing students from
six local colleges were given
scholarships to attend, shedding
light on international refugee
and immigrant work. Post event
surveys showed participants
learned a lot, and one advised
it transformed how they work
with immigrants, noting they will
“Listen more carefully, cultivate
patience, and appreciate other
cultures.”
Meg Distler advised, "This
Refugee Summit was an
opportunity to underscore our
commitment to serve refugees
and immigrants, and more
importantly to help the local
health and social services
communities learn how to most
effectively use their resources to
assure the poorest among us our
being served."

Top: Director of Liturgy and Music, Andrew Jennings, conducts the Ancilla
Children’s Choir at “A Community Gathering: An Evening of Prayer for
Unity and Dignity” Sunday, November 6, 2016. Center left: Sister Judith
Diltz carries the torch in the Indiana Bicentennial Torch Run Tuesday,
October 4, 2016. Center right: Ancilla College Men’s Soccer staff celebrate
their run for the National title. Bottom: Members of the New Millennium
Duo perform at The Center at Donaldson on Sunday, November
Winter13,
20162016.
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Mississippi Moves the Heart
by Libby Riggs, PHJC Volunteer

Right out of college, I entered
the Peace Corp as my heart has
always gone out to the third
world countries where there is so
much need. A recent experience,
however, brought me to a halt. As
a part of the Poor Handmaids of
Jesus Christ Volunteer Program,
I was offered the opportunity
to travel to Holly Springs,
Mississippi on a pilot mission
program for the PHJC’s and the
Catholic Volunteer Network in
conjunction with the Southern
Sacred Heart Ministries. The real
beauty of this mission was that
those we worked alongside and
with, all became community!
There was no notice of age, race,
religion, or sex, but rather a
sharing in one mission to serve
and be served without question.
While I participated in a short
program last spring in helping
clean-up from the tornado
damage of late 2015, we were
not afforded the opportunity to
be as actively involved with the
victims of the disaster since they
were unable to live at the site.
This time, was a totally different
experience as we plunged into the
lives of the people.
I traveled and worked alongside
Sister Bernadine Gutowski, OSF;
Sister Sharon Glumb, SLW; and
Sister Marykay Brooks, SSND. We
began by arriving at the humble
volunteer house where we would
spend our nights and evenings
when not working.
On another day, we assisted the
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team in clearing out furniture
and possessions from a room
in a house that had been used
as a beauty parlor. As with
construction, that day did not
go according to plan. It seemed
there was more mudding and dry
walling to be done to completely
correct the water leaks and
damage. While some of us stayed
with the construction crew as an
extra set of hands we listened to
the vast array of experiences they
have encountered. Others would
spend time with Ms. Wilkins and
her daughter, listening to their
story and allowing them to share
and be heard. All agreed it was
not a day wasted but a true day of
ministering in a way we had not
expected – sometimes, God has
other plans.
By the end, after the experience
and listening to the encounters
of the Southern Sacred Heart
Ministries, all I could think to
myself was, “Am I really in the
United States? Is this really 2016?
How do we legally allow some
of the acts of our politicians to
continue to cut out the people in
need? Where have my eyes, my
hands been?”
There is no real need to leave the
country when our own brothers
and sisters are living in poverty
and oppression. I am but a drop in
the bucket!
Later as Miss Kelly, a ministry
team leader, explained that
insurance had threatened to
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cancel the Ms. Wilkins (as is often
the case) due to the water leaks
if not fixed. This would have
lead to the loss of her loan for the
house and ultimately the loss of
her house. Leaving her and her
daughter who is medically unable
to work, virtually homeless was
not an option. Being unemployed,
she could not afford to fix her
home. Suddenly, it was not just a
coat of paint, but the saving grace
to this woman and her daughter.
The gratitude of the owner, her
bear hugs and laughter were
rewards of the heart.
We spent the mornings each day
visiting the school. Some of us
tutored individuals, and others
worked with an entire math
class. Thankfully, God knew
our gifts and where to place us.
Mine was not to teach the entire
math class! My background is in
social work and administration.
So I was very surprised at how at
ease I felt in settling in as a tutor.
Kids are so open and accepting. I
was lucky to be assigned to little
Sam, a pre-k student, whom I’ve

Libby Riggs helps Holy Family students with reading and comprehension skills
in Holly Springs, Mississippi.
kept close to my heart for several
reasons. I also tutored a student
in reading who had a stuttering
problem. I couldn’t hold back his
excitement as he kept trying to
tell me how the story ends since
he had watched the movie the
night before. The glow on his face
again was a reward of the heart,
something never expected but
freely accepted!
Holy Family School, while a
Catholic school, consists of 98
percent non-Catholic students.
Once again, however, it was of
little importance as you could see,
feel, and witness that the building
was full of support, love, and care
provided by the beautiful teachers
under the supervision of Miss
Isom, the principal. I fell so in
love with the school, the teachers,
and the children that I made
contacts with the Catholic school
back in Olney, Illinois where my
own children attended school
and found that the 4th and 5th

grade teachers at both schools are
interested in setting up pen pals!
I am so excited for the cultural
exchange that is possible as well
as the broadening of the world
vision for all of these children. We
are but only one!
One night we were honored
to serve at the Garden Café, a
soup kitchen that provides a free
evening meal on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. I had hopes of the
possibility of some of the little
children from school drifting
in, but as one of the Sisters said,
“Wouldn’t they be embarrassed
to see us there?” I told her she
would feel differently when she
experienced the atmosphere of
the Café as I had experienced it
earlier this year. It is such a warm
and inviting place with laughter,
joy, and conversation filling
the air. Old friendships were
strengthened and new friendships
forged. The food is so deliciously
prepared by the wonderful

chef who has a background in
restaurant management and
serves everything with a warm
smile. We were astonished again
to hear that, in Mississippi, it
is illegal to open any new soup
kitchens; therefore, this is how
they work around the rules to
fulfill people’s hunger. Sacred
Heart Missions finds a way – that
is what is so wonderful about all
of those working with them. It
is also illegal to build any new
homeless shelters or low income
housing. But, as you can guess,
they were throwing ideas around
and, if I know them, they will find
a way to work within the rules
and yet meet the many needs.
God provides!
As I type this story, I am again
moved to tears of having
witnessed God’s love and joy. I
cannot stop sharing the story! In
fact, I know I left a piece of my
heart in Mississippi. The Southern
Missions of Sacred Heart has
volunteers of all kinds that come
here to serve. They have sororities,
fraternities, colleges, churches,
families, retired contractors who
come to “vacation,” who show
up with little knowledge and
great knowledge, little skills and
great skills. Yet, they seem to
accommodate and teach as they
go, never missing an opportunity.
Perhaps this is the trip you need
to jump start your spirituality,
your heart, or just to experience
the diversity of our own country.
For whatever reason you feel
called to it, you will be moved
and changed by the love and
hope of Mississippi and the
works of the Southern Sacred
Heart Missions.
Winter 2016
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